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Meeting with Rebecca and Chantelle of Cheal 

It is great to meet a business that is going so well they are importing talent from many countries to work for them. 

Cheal has recently brought in people from Serbia, India, China, Argentina, Peru and Columbia. It is a veritable 

World Cup of talent in their 6 offices! 

Cheal is the company you need when you have a go-to-whoa development to get done. From surveying and 

consents to engineering and project  management Cheal provide their clients with the full range of services and 

skills every project needs – with one single person as the client contact for the entire journey. 

“That makes the client experience straightforward and stress free” Rebecca tells me. “The client only ever has to 

deal with one person for the entire project so they never get any conflicting information. Our project managers are 

required to answer every client query and if they don’t know the answer themselves they have to go and get it. 

Our clients are endlessly grateful for the smooth operation of our end-to-end project management system” she 

says. 

Cheal now operate out of 6 locations: Napier, Rotorua, Hamilton, Ohakune, Taumarunui and Taupo. All branches 

are no more than a 2 hour drive from the Taupo HQ which is important when any project may be shared with 

another office. “One of the things we pride ourselves on”, Chantelle tells me, “is our ability to get things done 

when we said we would. By utilising talent in all our offices we can meet the tightest of deadlines for our clients” 

she says.  

“Should anyone thinking of doing some building work get in touch with Cheal?” I ask. 

“It doesn’t cost anything to pick up the phone” Rebecca says. “Just being able to ask a few questions of a 

qualified person right at the start of your project might save you thousands in the long run” she says.  

“Can you give me an example?” I ask. 

“Absolutely” she says. “Consider the Hastings Districts Council’s report on liquifaction. There are now some 

areas where it is a requirement to have a geotechnical assessment before council will even consider an 

application for building work, so people need to be aware of those new rules before they commit any funds to a 

project” she tells me.   

“Having a professional beside you along the way might be the smartest thing you do” Chantelle adds “as we 

know how to avoid the pitfalls and we also know how to maximise your budget. We often save our clients 

thousands of dollars on their projects so I guess that is why the keep coming back to us” she laughs. 

No two days are the same for the 60 people who work at Cheal. It is this diversity of work and the blend of so 

many international cultures that make it such a lively environment. They are proud of the work they do and they 

are proud of the communities they serve. Cheal actively sponsor rugby, netball, sailing and tennis clubs around 

the North Island and support various charities as well. “If we choose to make our living in a certain community” 

Rebecca says “then we believe it is our duty to do what we can to make that community vibrant and happy. 

Getting involved in sport and charity is our way of giving back” she says. 

You can see why Cheal believe their point of difference is their ability to build and maintain great relationships 

with the people they help. There is no chest-thumping or over-the-top hype here – they simply believe in doing 

the right thing every time. By their clients. By their staff. And by their communities. 

And that is a philosophy we can all learn something from. 


